
FAA Required SpaceX to Make Changes Before Granting License to Launch
Controversial Starship Rocket

Description

Over the years there has been increasing opposition worldwide to government agencies and private
companies launching rockets, satellites, and similar vehicles.  In addition to dangers associated with
increasing space junk levels (see 1, 2), research has determined that there are significant biological
and environmental risks associated with these launches.  Earlier this week, Global Network published
a 14-minute video jam-packed with facts and footage of why everyone should be deeply concerned
about this.  Will Lockett wrote a compelling article as well that was published on Medium. 
Nevertheless, the space race seems to only be speeding up and leading the way is notorious tech
mogul Elon Musk.

From Ars Technica:

SpaceX moves a massive rocket with 33 engines to its launch pad for tests

No rocket with this many engines has ever successfully launched.

Eric Berger

It has been a long time since SpaceX launched a rocket from South Texas. After a flurry of seven
Starship prototype test flights from August 2020 through May 2021, the company has not flown from its
launch pads near Boca Chica Beach.

There are good reasons for this hiatus and good reasons to believe it may soon change as SpaceX
makes progress toward an orbital launch attempt from South Texas later this year.
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https://www.activistpost.com/2021/12/international-space-station-forced-to-drop-1000-feet-to-avoid-collision-with-decades-old-space-junk.html
https://www.activistpost.com/2021/11/space-junk-threats-highlighted-by-smashed-russian-satellite-fcc-approves-up-to-65000-more-internet-satellites-anyway.html


The seven launches of a full-scale Starship prototype gradually pushed the envelope, beginning with
two 150-meter hops before moving to flights as high as 12.5 km to demonstrate a belly-flop maneuver
that will be needed during the vehicle’s return through Earth’s atmosphere. The flight test program
culminated with a successful soft-landing of Starship after a 10 km flight.

By that point, SpaceX had pushed its Starship prototype about as far as it could go. The vehicle did not
have the capability to reach orbit on its own, so SpaceX had to complete development of the “Super
Heavy” first stage of the launch system. Because this would be the largest, and most powerful rocket
ever built, it would require work to be completed on a number of fronts—from rockets to ground
systems to paperwork. And so the launch pads at Boca Chica have been quiet for more than a year.

Finishing Super Heavy itself was a monumental task. As that vehicle required 33 Raptor rocket
engines, the company had work to do in terms of production to spool up that kind of capability. By way
of comparison, the one-time propulsion leader in the United States, Aerojet Rocketdyne, has set a goal
of building four RS-25 rocket engines for NASA’s Space Launch System a year. SpaceX is now
building at least four Raptor rocket engines a week. The two engines are comparable in terms of their
overall power.

Then it became clear to SpaceX founder Elon Musk and his team that the original Raptor rocket engine
was too heavy and lacked enough performance. So the company decided to hold off flight tests of
Super Heavy until the “Raptor 2” engine was ready. It seems to have been a smart decision. The
original Raptor engine produced 185 tons of thrust, but Raptor 2 will have at least 230 tons. It should
also cost half as much to build and be considerably more robust once its design matures.

Much effort has also gone into designing and building a massive “launch and catch” tower at the South
Texas site. Standing more than 150 meters tall, it supports the fully stacked rocket during fueling and
launch operations. Then, minutes after launch, it will catch the first-stage booster with massive
“chopsticks” as the rocket slows down near the ground. The entire process of design and construction
took about 13 months. SpaceX also had to significantly upgrade its ground support equipment at the
Texas site to fuel the Super Heavy and Starship vehicles at the same time.

Finally, there was the paperwork. SpaceX’s original environmental approval for the Texas site allowed
for about a dozen launches a year of its smaller Falcon 9 and Falcon Heavy rockets. Because the
Starship launch system lay outside this scope, the company had to go back to the Federal Aviation
Administration and seek permission for much more impactful launches. This kicked off a years-long
process. And while it is not yet complete, SpaceX gained an important decision earlier this month when
it received a critical regulatory approval. The company now has a path forward to conduct Starship test
flights from Texas.

More evidence of progress came on Thursday when SpaceX rolled its “Booster 7” prototype of the
Super Heavy rocket to the launch site. It was lifted, for the first time, by “chopsticks” on the launch
tower and placed on its launch mount. Seeing a rocket lifted with 33 Raptor 2 engines was, indeed, a
sight to see.
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Full Chopstick lift of Booster 7. The first time a Super Heavy has been lifted by Mechazilla.

33 Raptor 2s:https://t.co/ta64s5lm9H pic.twitter.com/QqsgJiFFQP

— Chris Bergin – NSF (@NASASpaceflight) June 24, 2022

If this booster survives pressure testing and potentially a static fire test in the coming days and
weeks—by no means a guarantee given the developmental nature of the Raptor 2 engine—it could be
the rocket that lofts Starship on an orbital test flight.

Musk, who has been pushing SpaceX forward as rapidly as possible despite his simultaneous efforts to
buy Twitter and unrest caused by his actions, recently said he believed an orbital launch attempt could
come in July. Another Starship stack, he added, would be ready to fly in August.

As ever, this seems like an over-optimistic projection. But by all accounts, the hardware in South Texas
is nearing readiness, and the paperwork is getting done. A launch attempt this year now seems more
likely than not.
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